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This story appears in the March 1997 issue of . Subscribe Vanessa Singer found a kick in another strum. When Vanessa Singer discovered that she needed surgery as a result of a brain haemorrhage, she began playing guitar to help her cope with the upcoming surgery. With practice, the singer found
that her creativity increased, encouraging her to continue dabbling in the game and writing songs. When one of her new tracks called for the sound of passion fruit - a shock instrument like a shaker used to create a rhythmic rhythm - the singer tried to shake the passion fruit by strumming the guitar.
Unable to fit the passion fruit in her hand and at the same time play the guitar, singer creatively approached: went to the kitchen for a small knife, cut a gap in the passion fruit and shoved into it a guitar pickup truck. Her new homemade invention allowed her to easily provide her own drum accompaniment.
The rest, as they say, is a musical story. I knew for sure right there, recalls Woodland Hills, California, the inventor, that I have something on every music store counter in the world. A commercial version of Singer's invention, The Rhythm Pick, a hand-held percussion instrument in the shape of an egg
topped with two guitar pickaxes, is now sold in more than 40 countries and has brought in about $15 million worldwide. The singer's company, Take Your Pick Inc., has also developed two new products: Rhythm Thang, a shock shaker with the same body as Rhythm Pick, but with an elastic Velcro
attachment to match the outside of your hand, and a rhythm bag, suede and leather-like shaker bag that offers two tones that allows the user to shake it as a maraca or as a tambourine. But the singer's success didn't happen overnight, and it didn't come beating her door. After submitting her product to
potential investors and obtaining a patent, Singer began her research. First, it test-marketing the product in music stores across California, shooting staffs and allowing customers to try out the product by collecting opinions about its pick. Within three months, Singer has amassed 2,500 opinions on how to
develop and improve her product. When I first gave it to people in music stores, they looked at me like I was crazy, the 28-year-old singer explains. Then when they actually tried it and heard the demonstration, they got excited. The next task of the singer was to study various aspects, such as advertising,
promotion and accounting, - the creation of her business. She estimated that it took about $50,000 generated by investor loans to start her own business, which covers patent costs, computer design, and mold production for her product. With a variety of acclaim from such well-known movers and shakers
as Wolf Marshall, one of the most respected guitar in the world, and Paul Stanley of KISS, Rhythm Pick definitely definitely riff in the music world. Says Singer: If you have something that you believe in and you get a good, exciting response from other people, it's inspiration enough to accomplish
everything you want to achieve. I have a very, very good time. Allyssa Lee, a freelance writer living in Los Angeles, knows only three chords on the guitar. Contact SourceTake Your Choice Inc., (818) 710-8945. Randy Bachmann (he was great in Canada-look it) visited Abbey Road Studios and was
presented with a crazy choice: he could hear anything at all from the masters of the Beatles catalog. He chose the first chord of Night of the Hard Day. Here he explains the process behind this iconic sound. When analyzing data in a spreadsheet, counting empty or empty cells can help you focus on
specific areas. That's why features like COUNTBLANK, COUNTIF, COUNTIFS and SUMPRODUCT are so important in Google Sheets. A word of warning, however. If you have a cell that contains an empty text line () or has a formula that returns a similar result, this cell will be empty, but it will not be
technically empty. If you want to know the number of really empty cells, you need to use a combination of SUM, ROWS, COLUMNS, and COUNTIF features. Using COUNTBLANK, you can try the COUNTBLANK feature to calculate the number of empty cells in the Google Sheets table. This is the fastest
way to find the number of empty, but not empty cells. Cells containing numbers or text are not counted, including zero-number cells. As we mentioned, however, if the cell looks blank but contains an empty line of text, it will be counted. To use it, open the Google Sheets spreadsheet. Click on the empty
cell and enter COUNTBLANK (range). Replace the range with a range of cells. For example, if you wanted to count the number of empty cells between columns A and C, you would be in the type COUNTBLANK (A:C). The above example uses cells from A3 to H24 in the range. This range contains four
empty cells (B4, C4, D4 and E4), which is the same number as the COUNTBLANK reports in A1 cell. Using COUNTIF and COUNTIFS While COUNTBLANK returns the number of empty cells, you can also use COUNTIF or COUNTIFS to achieve the same result. COUNTIF calculates the number of cells
that meet the criteria you determine in the formula itself. Because you want to count empty cells, you can use an empty line of text as criteria. To use COUNTIF, open the Google Sheets spreadsheet and click on the empty cell. COUNTIF(range), replacing the range with the selected cell range. The above



example has three empty cells (B4, C4 and D4) ranging from A3 to H24, with the COUNTIF function in A1 returning the same number of empty cells THE COUNTIFS feature can be used as an alternative to COUNTIF. Use COUNTIFS to replace the range with the selected cell range. In B for example,
four empty cells in the range of cells from A3 to H24 were found. With SUMPRODUCT, SUMPRODUCT offers a slightly more complex route for counting the number of empty cells. It calculates the number of cells that meet certain criteria, which in this case would be an empty line of text. To use
SUMPRODUCT, open the Google Sheets spreadsheet and click on the empty cell. SUMPRODUCT) by replacing the range with the selected range of cells. The above example shows that two empty cells (B4 and C4) were found in the range of cells from A2 to H24. Counting empty cells All the functions
listed above count cells that are empty but technically not empty. If the feature returns a zero or blank result, or if you have an empty line of text in the cell, those cells are considered empty. The workaround to this problem is to use COUNTIF to count the number of numbers cells, and then use the second
COUNTIF formula to calculate the number of cells containing text or empty lines of text. You can then add the results of these calculations and subtract them from the number of cells in the data range. You need to know the number of cells in your range first. You can use ROWS and COLUMNS to find
out. To begin with, open the Google Sheets spreadsheet, click on the empty cell, and brand ROWS(range) ( range), replacing the value of the range with the range of cells. In the second empty cell, COUNTIF(range) to calculate the number of cells with a numerical value. Once again, replace the range
with an appropriate range of cells for your data. To search for empty cells or cells containing text, bring COUNTIF (range) to a third empty cell. Replacing the range as needed. You can then use SUM to summarize the two COUNTIF values by subtracting this number from a number of cells in a range
calculated using ROWS and COLUMNS. In our example, the total number of cells can be found in the B8 cell, the number of cells with the numerical value in B9, and the number of cells containing text or the empty text line in B10. By replacing these cell values with your own, you can use B8-SUM (B9:10)
to determine the number of really empty cells in your range. As the above example shows, in the range of 20 cells (from A2 to E5) it was found that 19 cells have either a number, a text, or an empty text line. Only one cell, the E4, was completely empty. This is a very simple thing to do all you need to do
is box the toothpick thumb tackRubber strips of paper cut a hole in the box on the toptack thumb tack and make a hole on the big holeput tooth pick up in the hole and press down put the gum around the tooth pick up the hole on the other side and gum around this toothpick alsoThen repeat by making a
hole with a thumb tack and put in a toothpick, then put on an elastic band and repeat that It should look like a picture aboveThen on the sides of the guitar will be your drumsThen there y go.now to go and play it Learn to play the guitar as easy as mastering a few basic chords. This tutorial will introduce
you to eight basic chords and show you how to play them properly. With practice, you will make music in no time and will soon be ready for more challenging chords and game techniques. The main chord (often called a chord) can give new guitarists trouble because all three fingers have to fit on the
second fret on adjacent strings. Make sure the open first line rings clearly curling your third (ring) finger. In all chord examples, the small gray numbers on the accompanying diagrams illustrate which fingers on your threaded hand should be used to play each note. The main C chord (also known as Chord
C) is often the first chord guitarists learn. Fingers are pretty simple- the key is to focus on curling your first finger so that the first string of rings are opened properly. D main chord is another extremely common beginner guitar chord that shouldn't give you too much trouble. Don't forget to withw your third
finger on the second line or the first line won't ring properly. Also, make sure to only strum the top four lines, avoiding the open sixth and fifth rows. Another chord you come through every day, the E basic chord is pretty easy to play. Make sure your first finger (holding the first fret on the third line) is
properly curled or the open second line will not ring properly. Strum all six lines. There are situations where it makes sense to reverse the second and third fingers when playing the E main chord. Like most chords on this list, a clear G main chord depends on curling your first finger so the open rings of the
fourth line are clear. Strum all six lines. Sometimes it makes sense to play the G main chord using the third finger on the sixth line, the second finger on the fifth line, and the fourth (pink) finger on the first line. This finger makes the transition to a C basic chord much easier. If you know how to play the E
basic chord, then you know how to play a minor chord- just move the chord all the shape over the string. Make sure your first finger is curled up so that the open first line rings clearly. Avoid playing open the sixth line when the minor chord is strumming. There are situations where it makes sense to
reverse the second and third fingers when playing a minor chord. D minor is another fairly simple chord, but many novice guitarists have some problems with it. Keep an eye on the third finger on the second line; If it is not curled properly, the first line will not ring. Rest assured Play only the top four lines
when strumming the D minor chord. E minor chord is one of the easiest to reproduce because you only use two two Make sure that none of them touch any of the open strings, otherwise the chord will not come properly. Strum all six lines. In some situations, it may make sense to change the position of
your finger so that your second finger is on the fifth line and your third finger is on the fourth line. String. blank guitar chord sheet pdf. blank guitar chord sheet printable. blank guitar chord sheets free. blank guitar chord sheet music. free printable blank guitar chord sheets. blank guitar chord diagram
sheets. blank sheet music with guitar chord diagrams. blank guitar chord chart sheet
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